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Introduction  
 
Sanitation and hygiene have become a high priority area in the recent years in India. 
Government of India’s flagship program in this sector – Total Sanitation Campaign with 
its extensive reach and large fund allocation has been only moderately successful in 
increasing the coverage of safe sanitation in the households and school. The scale of 
requirement in the country still poses a major challenge to provision of adequate 
sanitation and hygiene. There has been significant action in the household sanitation 
space but availability of clean toilets in public spaces in the cities and towns as well as 
toilets in disaster, emergency and other calamities remain neglected. The numerous 
public gatherings during festivals, political rallies and other occasions that are so 
numerous in India that availability of toilets have been a consistent challenge. Two 
factors compound this problem even further. First, that this area of toilet provisioning 
does not receive requisite attention from the government as well as non-government 
agencies. Second, that availability of toilet technology that performs under rugged, 
poorly serviced environments and are sturdy, cost effective and deployable on a large 
scale are not available. The innovation in this space has been minimal.  
 
It is in this backdrop that this study on a novel green toilet technology is set.  The report 
is a product of a study on Zero-Discharge Green Toilet System (ZDGTS) developed by 
Urbane Industries, Chennai. This technology was implemented and tested in the recently 
concluded Kumbh Mela – 2013 in Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh. 
 
This technology was implemented and tested in the recently concluded Kumbh Mela – 
2013 in Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh. Kumbh Mela presents a unique opportunity to test 
such a new toilet technology as ZDGTS because of the scale of participation by the 
people as well as the geographic spread over which this event takes place. The report 
covers the following aspects of ZDGTS technology and the performance study conducted 
by installing 370 units of ZDGTS based toilets in Kumbh Mela – 2013: 
 
1. ZDGTS toilet structure 
2. ZDGTS functioning  
3. Context of Kumbh Mela 
4. Overall sanitation in Kumbh Mela  
5. ZDGTS in Kumbh Mela 
6. Findings  
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Zero Discharge Green Toilet System (ZDGTS) 
 
A wide range of toilet designs is available in the developing countries today. These are 
designed to operate in the specific physical, geographical, administrative and 
demographic context of these countries. Many of these toilet designs have responded to 
the challenges with varying degrees of success. The fact that several different toilet 
designs are in use in countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America is not due to the fact that 
the designs are successful but that these are the only available designs that are available 
to us. There still is a space for a toilet system that responds well to the physical 
conditions, cost and use challenges. It is this gap in appropriate and high performance 
toilet system that ZDGTS is developed to bridge. The developers of ZDGTS view toilet 
design as a combination of – design of the structure with which a user primarily 
interacts and the design of waste disposal and processing which are at the core of a 
toilet’s utility and performance. In ZDGTS these two components are brought together in 
a ZDGTS toilet is a product developed to address problem of open defecation and all 
problems caused by unhygienic sanitation practices in India.  
 
In this section the structure of a ZDGTS based toilet unit is illustrated and explained 
followed by it’s functioning. These units were installed and tested in the Kumb Mela – 
2013 in Allahabad. A detailed explanation of the context is done in Section C. 
 

The concept of ZDGTS 
ZDGTS is a novel toilet system, which is expected to revolutionize the way sanitation, is 

practiced currently; it eliminates the need of either sewerage system or septic tank and/or soak 

pit. The system is referred as “Zero Discharge Green Toilet System (ZDGTS)” since it adopts 

the concept of conversion of human excreta into useful end products like biogas, compost and 

inorganic fertilizer, and also recycling of flush water. The ZDGTS has the conveniences of 

water flush system and yet does not consume fresh water for flushing thereby reduction in 

wastage of water by orders of magnitude. ZDGTS can be adopted for household as well as 

community/school applications and can be made stationary or mobile. 

A typical toilet unit structure is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Function 
Here, functioning of a toilet unit is explained. Installation at a site is done by setting up 
10 toilet units together. This is called a toilet block. Based on the requirement 
appropriate number of toilet blocks are set up for use. For instance, in Kumbh Mela – 
2013, 37 toilet blocks were setup at various locations on the site. A typical user 
experience of a toilet involves the user entering the toilet block, waiting in the queue if 
the toilet is occupied and then using it upon availability. 
1. Once the toilet is used and the waste flushed out, ZDGTS technology’s role begins.  
2. The fresh water needed to wash up inside the toilet (by the user) is supplied from 
a separate water tank. 
3. The solid liquid waste that is flushed out is separated in the SLS (solid liquid 
separator) chamber.  
4. The solid that is separated is held in overflow collection tank.  

B 



5. The liquid overflows into filtered tank.  Here it is clarified with a special microbial 
solution and pumped up to the overhead tank. 
6. The water in the overhead tank is connected to the flush.  
7. The solid waste from the first chamber is let into the slurry tank.  
8. The slurry from here is transported to the humanure plant by a suction tank.  
9. At the humanure plant the solid waste slurry is converted to compost through the 
process of vermi-composting.  
A schematic of the wastewater and solid waste through the toilet system is provided in 
Appendix – B. 

 
Figure 1 Parts of ZDGTS toilet unit

Figure 2 A view of various components of ZDGTS toilet unit as they appear. L to R:  Inside of a ZDGTS toilet, 
Overhead tanks and slurry tank, Suction vehicle. 

  



  

 



Kumbh Mela - 2013 

 General Context 
 
Lately dubbed as a ‘pop-up mega city’, Kumbh Mela is a Hindu religious fair which in its 
scale and significance is held once in every twelve years. It is the largest congregation of 
people on the banks of river Ganga in the north Indian city of Allahabad seen anywhere 
in the world. This gathering is called for to take a dip in the waters at the confluence of 
river Ganga and Yamuna. In the Hindu belief a bath (called ‘snan’) at the confluence 
(called ‘sangam’) is said to wash away the sins upto that moment in a pilgrim’s life. Over 
a period of two months about 100 million people are estimated to have moved in and 
out of the fair grounds which is spread over 4,900 acres after having taken a holy dip 
and offered their prayers.  
 
At the same time Kumbh Mela is also a massive operation which provides for basic 
needs likes drinking water, food, sanitation, healthcare, housing, security and 
infrastructure support. Refer to Figure for some basic figures on Kumbh Mela. This is led 
by the civic administration of Allahabad city along with several other agencies, which 
are responsible for public health, water and sanitation, law and order etc. The Kumbh 
Mela district as it is known is also a very large scale planning exercise which is put to a 
tough test by number of people visiting the fair. The infrastructure is further tested 
during special days on which a bath in the river is regarded as more auspicious than the 
rest. These dates are called the ‘snan days’. There is a wide variation in the size of the 
crowd on snan days and non-snan days.  
 
Kumbh Mela -2013 was an unprecedented exercise in planning and administration by a 
state government in India or elsewhere in the world. Over a one week period the banks 
of river Ganga transform from sandy ground to a massive tent city teeming with millions 
of people. They pour into Allahabad city using various transport modes, from different 
parts of the country and move towards the Kumbh Mela district. The culture, social and 
economic backgrounds of the people are also as diverse as their origins. They set 
themselves up in various parts of the designated Kumbh Mela district and settle down to 
spend anywhere from one or two days to entire duration of the mela period on the 
banks. Within a week a population equivalent to some of the major metropolitan cities 
across the world, precipitates and comes into existence, which requires all the essential 
infrastructure and support services to sustain its population. In such contexts, especially 
in India, water and sanitation invariably becomes a concern as the facilities often get 
stretched. This is not to question the work of the civic administration, which has already 
shown tremendous, will and foresight, but to point towards a very practical challenge 
presented by physical conditions and scale of the gathering which is to be serviced with 
adequate water and sanitation.  
 
In this study, Urbane Industries’ concern is to understand the challenges of safe and 
clean sanitation in such large religious gatherings set in open, temporary and 
ecologically sensitive spaces here in Allahabad as well as across the country. The ZDGTS 
technology for sanitation is a response to inadequate sanitation facilities in such 
environments.  
 

C 



  

 



Kumbh Mela – 2013 was held from 15 January 2013 – 10 March 2013 with five days as 
more auspicious than others, designated as snan days. The days are particularly 
mentioned in Table 1  because these were also the days which had put the public 
services to a rigorous test. These indicate the days which saw the highest number of 
people taking a bath in the river. 
 
Table 1 Snan days during Kumbh Mela - 2013 

1. 27 January 

2. 10 February  

3. 15 February 

4. 25 February 

5. 10 March 

 
The population at Kumbh Mela – 2013  can be observed under the categories as 
indicated in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Categories of population in Kumbh Mela-2013 

Sr No. Different types of population Population (in lakhs) 
1 Kalpavasis, residents of Kumbh Mela grounds  5 
2 Short term visitors ( 1 – 2 days) on non-snan days 10- 15 lakhs  
3 Visitors on snan days (Auspicious days of holy dip ) 100 – 500  

 
All of this pilgrim and visitor movement happened in an area of 50.83 square kilometers 
only.   
 



Figure 3 Kumbh Mela map, with marking of different sectors and the rivers marked in blue color
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Sanitation Context 
 
Sanitation in Kumbh  Mela has been a consistent challenge over the decades as much as it has 
been in 2013. The number of toilets that were setup during the fair are shown in Table 3 . 
Even at the best performance levels the total number of toilets has fallen inadequate in 
providing safe sanitation to the people. Of these, over 2000 are basic structures designated as 
‘urinal enclosures’ and 20 large areas designated as ‘open defecation blocs’. These can barely 
be termed as toilets, as they ensure only privacy of the users but do not ensure hygiene or 
environment protection in a highly porous riverbed ground, which is prone to pollution. 
  
Table 3 Types of sanitation facilities 

Sr No. Type of sanitation facilities  Numbers 
1 Urinal enclosures 2000 
2 Commodes for latrine 35,000 seats 
3 Non conventional toilets excluding ZDGTS 260 

4 ZDGTS 370 

5 Flag area (designated open defecation blocks) 20 

 
The sanitation situation in Kumbh Mela and its close study is directly relevant to the 
suitability of zero discharge sanitation technologies in such contexts. The river bed in the fair 
is subjected to very high levels of human waste discharged from open defecation blocks and 
the other types of toilets. The resulting bacterial contamination of soil, ground water and river 
water caused over the period of Kumbh Mela is a serious public health hazard to the people 
participating in the fair as well as to others after the fair is over in their interaction with 
contaminated river water, ground water and agricultural use of the fair grounds.  
 
During the study human waste discharged from the toilets was observed and is described in 
the following section as – solid waste and liquid waste. These categories are relevant because 
the ZDGTS technology, which is developed as a response to such sanitation contexts, handles 
human waste from the toilets as separate forms. 

Solid waste  
Solid waste was generated in the flag areas and commodes put in place across the Kumbh 
Mela district. The waste generated in the commodes was channelized to either wastewater 
pool or were chlorinated on site. Similarly the large patches of flag area as shown in Image: 1 
was handled through chlorination alone. The waste from this area was not removed. Most flag 
areas were located right beside the river as shown in Image: 1. With the rains, the waste from 
these flag areas often washed into the river as was observed during rainfalls during the fair 
period. This waste washed into the river with the runoff water and it is the same river where 
people on other times take their holy dips. 
 

Liquid waste 
Urine or liquid waste generated from the accommodation camps was diverted to the 
greywater pools as shown in the Image: 2. These greywater pools were lined with sand bags 
and cement to prevent it from contaminating ground water. But many of them overflowed 
into the river.  The drains leading to the greywater pools were unlined, which led to liquid 
waste seeping into the soil.  
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Image 1 A women's basic enclosure type urinal 

 

 

Image 2 Flagged open defecation area  
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Image 3 Another design of non-conventional toilet at Kumbh Mela 

 

Image 4 A view of the drainage and wastewater pool, which is located on the riverbank  
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Performance and User Study of ZDGTS 

Purpose  
 
Kumbh Mela-2013 in Allahabad was a rare opportunity for the developers of 
ZDGTS technology to test it under what is considered as the toughest sanitation 
and hygiene challenge in the world - of providing clean facilities to over 100 
million people congregating by the river for a short period of time. The high 
volume of human waste generated during the period of this gathering (which is 
typically about 50-55 days) poses a high risk of epidemics as well as of severe 
contamination threat to ground water, surface water and the environment in 
general. Delivering sanitation services in locations such as these have always 
remained a challenge in India, and there have been no easy answers or even 
adequate responses. Such religious human congregation is poorly serviced in 
terms of basic sanitation, water and clean environment. If ZDGTS could perform 
in such a high use and stress environment as this, then it would be an important 
benchmark for the technology. At the same time, it would also serve as the most 
important testimony of the performance and benefits of ZDGTS technology from 
Urbane Industries.  
 
Towards this goal a study was conducted over duration the Kumbh Mela where 
these novel toilet systems were studied for their performance, technical ability 
and versatility as well as user experience. The specific aims of the study were -  
1. To understand the working of ZDGTS in a high stress condition like 
Kumbh Mela 
2.  User interaction with the toilets and appropriateness of toilet design to 
Indian users 
3. Qualitative study of user experience 
 

Method 
The method adopted in this study was a combination of ethnography, semi-
structured interviews and passive observation techniques. Ethnographic 
component focused on identification of qualitative aspects of users’ interaction 
with the toilets and if he toilets could deliver on use patterns which are shaped 
by local and characteristically Indian notion of sanitation and hygiene. 
 
Semi-structured interviews with the users were conducted to gain insights into 
how they felt this toilet was different from the other toilet facilities that they 
have used before and here at the Kumbh Mela. This understanding would have 
been instrumental in identifying the features of ZDGTS that the users felt were 
important and necessary than the developers’ view of what should be the 
important features. Passive observations were made on the toilet maintenance, 
cleaning routines, patterns of usage and user behaviour.  
 
  

D 
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Image 5 A sadhu (ascetic) filling up his container before heading to the toilet. Many used discarded 
packaged water bottles to carry water to wash up inside the toilet.  

 
Image 6 A sadhu relieving himself outside the toilet. It appears that it was difficult for him to climb up 
the staircase as he was wearing a prosthetic leg. Another man (right) relieves himself by the side. There 
were users who simply didn’t prefer to use the toilet and instead just use an open space. Such users 
require communication and advocacy of good sanitation and hygiene practices.  
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Passive observation over the duration of the Kumbh Mela as described below, 
yielded use and interaction patterns of users which should be of interest to the 
section of readers considering the use of this technology (as a sanitation 
solution) for their regions.  

1. Passive observation of toilet - user interaction  
Each day four hours were spent sitting outside the five toilet blocks observing 
interaction of the users with the toilets and the vicinity during peak and non-
peak hours of toilet usage.  

a. Quantitative observations: 
This was done to enumerate the users (men and women) on a typical mela day. 
This offers a measure of load on the toilets. Enumeration was done at two 
different locations - two toilets located very close to the sangam area in Sector 
3(refer Kumbh Mela map, Figure.3) which is a bathing ghat and the other in 
Sector 12.  

b. Qualitative observations:  
The users who walked in into the ZDGTS toilets were a highly diverse set, from 
different parts of the country and therefore reflected different patterns of 
behaviour, different economic classes and hygiene considerations.  Some 
markers of behaviour are -  

 The practice of carrying  (or not carrying) water to the toilet  
 If the toilets were flushed after use by the user 
 If any other waste (cigarette/beedi stubs, packets, sanitary napkins, soap 

wrappers etc) were disposed in the toilet  
 How did people from different age groups use the toilet  
 Looking for repeat users during the one week of field visit. 
 Age and sex profile of the people using the toilets 

2. Interview with users 
Randomly chosen set of users was interviewed about their experience of toilet 
usage and what they would want added to the toilet so as to make their 
experience   better.  

3. Interview with the cleaners  
All the ZDGTS toilet blocks (32 blocks placed at various locations) were 
maintained and cleaned by a team of 20 cleaners. Cleaners from Sector 3 (one of 
the most busy toilet block) and Sector 12 were interviewed to know about the 
waste load, toilet conditions and difficulties in waste removal, maintenance of 
cleanliness and other previously unidentified problems that arose during the 
operation of the toilets.  
4. Interaction with Urbane Industries and IIT Kanpur teams 
Interviews with the two teams were conducted to understand technical issues 
and challenges faced by the team while overseeing the operation of toilets and 
onsite challenges that this toilet technology faced. 
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Image 7 A new ZDGTS toilet block being set up, a few days before a snan day.  This was  planned 
after assessing the sanitation requirement at a site near the river front across Pontoon bridge 2. 

 
Image 8 One of the cleaners who worked round the clock to keep the toilet complexes clean and 
hygienic 
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Observations 

Peak and Non-peak hours : Peak and Non-peak hours - the hours during the day 
when the toilets receive maximum number of users and have queue of people 
waiting to use it are called peak hours. The rest are termed non-peak hours. Table 4 
indicates the peak and non-peak hours for snan and non-snan days.  
 
 Snan days   No 

of 
hours 

Non snan days  No of 
hours 

Peak hours 3:00 am – 8:00 am 
4:00 pm to 9:00 pm 

10 
 

4:00 am to 8:00 am  
5:00 pm to 9:00pm 

8 
 

Non-peak 
hours 

8:00 am to 4:00 pm 
9:00 pm to 1:00 am 

 
12 

8: am to 5 pm  
9:00 pm to 12:00 
am 

 
12 

 

Load on the toilets 
Observations made on the users over the study period and projected for the 
entire duration of Kumbh Mela -2013 reveals that on snan day a total of 
4,00,000 people used the ZDGTS toilets. On non-snan days the sum total of all 
users through the entire period of Kumbh Mela was about 25,00,000 people. 
These numbers attest the performance capability of this toilet system under 
very high use conditions such as this one. It would be relevant here to note that 
this sanitation load of users would have otherwise been borne by the 
conventional toilets which discharge the waste into the ground. The ZDGTS 
toilets on the other hand ensure safe and clean sanitation as well as prevent 
human waste from contaminating the soil and groundwater by retaining it in 
collection tanks which are removed to a waste processing facility offsite. 
 
No. Toilet 

Block  
 Snan Days Non-Snan Days 

  Number 
of toilet 
blocks 

Peak hours Non-peak 
hours 

Peak hours  Non-peak 
hours 

 M W M W M W M W 

1 Sector 3, 
Mahaveer 
Marg  

2 (1 for 
men, 1 
for 
women) 

277 
(35 
dirty) 

110 
(30 
dirty) 

110 
(28 
dirty) 

70 
(24) 
dirty 

155(30 
dirty) 

80 
(31 
dirty) 

104 
(26 
dirty) 

54(17 
dirty) 

2 Sector 3, 
Mahaveer 
Marg  

2 (1 for 
men, 1 
for 
women) 

243 
(32 
dirty) 

122 
(32 
dirty) 

103 
(35 
dirty) 

67 
(30 
dirty) 

140 
(33 
dirty) 

85 
(28 
dirty) 

120 
(24 
dirty) 

43(20 
dirty) 

3 Sector 12, 
Saraswati 
Marg 

4 (2 for 
men, 2 
for 
women) 

282 
(33 
dirty) 

243 
(37 
dirty) 

140 
(20 
dirty) 

113 
(27 
dirty) 

170 
(28 
dirty) 

183 
(25 
dirty) 

95 
(15 
dirty) 

100 
(19 
dirty) 
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Littering in the toilets: 

 When the field study began, this aspect of the user behavior was not taken into 
consideration. This was because when water supply was provided inside the 
toilet and with working flush users generally left the toilets clean. It was 
observed that the users would do extensive cleaning up inside the toilets as the 
taps were located inside. The resultant sand and other waste from washing 
clogged the drain pipes and led to choking of the discharge system. Hence, the 
water source was shifted out of the toilets and made available at the entrance. 
The users were then observed for their use of the toilets in terms of how many 
people left the toilet dirty and with various sorts of litter. It was observed that 
on a snan day around people around 80,000. ( A detailed projection of number 
of toilets that were left unclean was extrapolated is found in Appendix B.) users 
left the ZDGTS toilets unclean. A total of 5,50,0002 people are likely to have left 
the toilets unclean during the entire period of Kumbh Mela. 

The above numbers suggest that 20-23% of ZDGTS toilet users leave it dirty, 
which implies that the toilets must have a round the clock cleaning staff to 
ensure that the toilets are functional. The percentage of women who left toilets 
unclean appeared higher than that of men at 28% and 17.7% respectively. This 
behaviour made the toilets unusable for the other users.  Most common forms of 
littering observed were: 

 Leaving the feces un-flushed in the pan 

 Defecating outside the pan 

 Discarding sanitary napkins 

 Washing away sanitary napkins into the drain hole. 

 Stuffing the plastic bottles brought to wash themselves into the drain hole. 

There were other forms of littering observed but they these did not affect he 
toilet use significantly. For example, users washing sand off their feet and 
footwear inside the toilet which chocked the plumbing. This was not counted as 
a serious one because it did not hinder the next user who would use the toilet. 
Another was users spitting on the toilets walls. 

Observation on litter inside the toilet underlines the relationship of user 
behaviour inside the toilet with the sturdiness of a sanitation technology in 
withstanding a variety of unique ways to which the toilets are subjected. It does 
not take more than two hours of continuous use to render all the toilets of a 
toilet block unusable when left to operate on their own without the support of 
cleaning staff. This is what was observed in toilets of other designs set up in 
Kumbh Mela, that many of them had fallen in disuse because they were rendered 
useless by the first or second set of users, as they were not cleaned and 
subjected to different user behaviours in which as we observed close to 25% left 
the toilet unclean. The very high usage figure of ZDGTS toilet is also due to a 
round the clock cleaning service which maintained the toilets in spite of poor 
user behaviour.  
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Qualitative 

 Kumbh Mela offers a very interesting testing ground because of the tough 
physical conditions and highly diverse cultural and social background of the 
users. Observing their preferences and interactions yielded design and 
technology inputs which can make ZDGTS more resilient in such use contexts. 

a) To encourage hygienic practices the toilets in the initial days of Kumbh Mela 

were installed with flush and a tap inside the toilets. But this only turned out to 

be a trouble in toilet maintenance. As many people from rural areas who did not 

know what the flushes were meant for their use often led to broken cisterns or 

dysfunctional flush mechanism. Some users washed sand off their feet and the 

collected sand choked the toilets. 

b) This meant that the toilets have a standby plumber at all the locations. 

Alternatively to prevent choking of the drain pipes water was supplied from a 

stand post tap outside the toilet blocks. 

c) The number of men using the toilets were observed to be more than the number 

of women 

d) Men from both rural and urban backgrounds often understood if the sweepers 

or other technical staff gave them any instructions on the use of the toilet. 

Whereas, a good number of women from rural backgrounds did not understand 

the sweepers’ instructions 

e) Most men from urban backgrounds were found to be repeat users.  This could 

also be because of the fact that men who frequented the toilet were also the long 

term residents of the mela called as kalpavasis. 

f) The raised elevation of ZDGTS toilets offered a sense of cleaner space to the 

users unlike the other toilet enclosures, which were at the ground level and also 

discharged the waste into the ground. 

g) But this also meant that users climbed a flight of stairs to use the toilets. The 

toilet blocks did not have railings along the staircase. It was observed that 

absence of support on the staircase made it inconvenient for the aged and 

physically challenged users. 

h) Also, it was observed that several women, aged men and physically handicapped 

users resorted to relieving themselves right beside the toilet blocks in the open 

than use the toilets.  The reason behind physically challenged people is obvious. 

But the reason for women’s behavior is no very clear. Nonetheless, looking at 

this practice and other women users littering inside the toilets it could be said 

that these women have seldom used toilets and hence reflect this behavior. 

i) A wide age group of users was seen using the toilets. The majority was in the age 

group of 20-70 years old. Very few children were seen using it. 

j) In all those toilet blocks located near the residential area, there were many 

repeat users who lived in those areas. In others like Sector 3 toilet blocks, the 

users comprised of short term visitors. 
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Interviews with users 
 
It should be noted that a majority of the users were one time users of the toilet 
and a few used it for over three times during their stay. The percentage of 
kalpavasis was quite less compared to the short-term users. Because of this user 
pattern, we observed that ownership of the facility was visibly absent. The 
attitude towards these toilets was guided by the fact that the users will not be 
returning to use it again and therefore exercised very little care in using the 
toilets.  The user perspective must be understood in this context. And most of 
the people interviewed also reflected this attitude when requested for an 
interview as well. There were few respondents who were interested in sharing 
their views and answering some questions on the use.  
 
It was interesting to note that people found it odd to talk about their experience 
of visiting the toilet and what they did inside. For many users there was a 
prominent revulsion factor about it. In addition to this, it should also be noted 
that no user who has littered inside the toilet accepts that he did and would 
rather want to point to the toilet cleaners or other users about this.  
 
The following are some comments from the respondents on the toilet’s 
cleanliness: 

 “The toilet was not that clean and it was littered many times during 
my visit.” 

 “It would be good to have water supplied inside the toilets. “ 
 “I did not like the toilet because it is very unclean.” (This came from a 

user, who during the period of field study visited the toilet at least 3 
times.) 

 Many found the wait time in front of the toilet inconvenient during 
the cleaning time. 

 “These toilets are better because there is water in front of the toilet 
blocks at least.” 

 
When specifically inquired about the toilets in comparison with the other 
facilities provided by UP government or the other toilets blocks: 

 We find this and other nonconventional toilets better option than the flag 
areas (open defecation areas) or other facilities set up by the 
government. 

 Some elderly women said, “it would be good to have railings or some 
support to the staircase.”  

 Several women gave responses in a similar vein - “This is better than 
those open areas, and there is privacy here.” 

 Users from rural areas often commented - “We are ok with any of these 
facilities. We do not find it any different.” 

 Some users remaked - “ This is the first time we are using a toilet like this 
in a mela like Kumbh Mela”. 
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. Interview with cleaners 
The interaction with cleaners offered the most information about the toilet 
operation, maintenance as well as user behaviour. This was more insightful than 
the interaction with users themselves. This was so due to the fact that the 
cleaners saw what was left behind in the toilets and attended to the situation as 
needed. The changes in the toilet blocks at Kumbh Mela were often made 
according to their feedback.  Interaction with cleaners helped in critical factors 
that made ZDGTS successful in Kumbh Mela compared to other types of toilets. 
The following observations were obtained from the interviews: 

 Women from rural backgrounds comprised of users who defecated 
outside the pan. This was a major practice observed in women. 

 The social background of the users often played a role in their use. Users 
of a higher social status tended to not clean the toilets after use.  When 
the cleaners insisted that the user flushes the toilet most of them were 
visibly offended. And some of them would leave the toilets unclean even 
after being particularly asked to flush it.  

 When new toilet blocks are being setup, it is difficult to keep users from 
not entering these toilets. Sometimes the plumbing work is incomplete 
and people use the toilets and end up soiling it. Such tedious and 
unpleasant cleaning jobs too fell on the cleaners. 

 People quarreled in the queue while waiting for their turn during the 
peak hours and this often led to inconvenience to other users.  

 A significant number of women discarded used sanitary napkins in the 
toilets. 

 Due to very high littering in the toilets, the number of times the toilets 
had to be cleaned increased. Due to this some users had to wait.  This 
especially became an inconvenience to users during the peak hours.  

 Sometimes when toilets are occupied some women used the passage 
space to urinate. 

 Many people do not enter the toilet but urinate or defecate around the 
toilet complexes in spite of cleaners telling them not to do so. 

Interaction with Urbane Industry team and IIT Kanpur team 
IIT Kanpur’s team and the plumbers helped in understanding the challenges in 
setting up and maintaining the toilets.  
 

 It took some tweaking from the earlier designed setup to make the toilet 
blocks adapted to Kumbh Mela conditions. This took a day to set up but 
after that the toilets functioned without glitches.  

  One of the changes made was to stop water supply inside the toilets and 
install water taps in front of the toilet blocks. This was done after dealing 
continuously with repeated choking of toilets due to people washing the 
sand off their feet.  

 The slurry tank’s capacity was only 500liters earlier. When the water was 
supplied inside the toilets, the slurry tank filled up only after 50-70 users. 
With the water supply moved out, the slurry tank could run longer.  

 Earlier the solid liquid separator for each toilet was installed right below 
the toilet blocks. When choking happened it became difficult to address 
the situation hygienically. Now the solid-liquid separators were moved 
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outside to the side of the blocks. This made it more accessible and easy to 
work with. 

 A challenge that has been very difficult to handle has been the time when 
the toilet block is being setup. A lot of white cement work and other 
construction work need some time of non-usage to firm up. But in 
locations as populated and with such high demand as Kumbh Mela it was 
difficult to monitor and keep people from using these toilets in that 
period. This lead to leak from some of the toilet pans.  

 Although we expected people to like the clean and good looking toilets to 
encourage them to behave hygienically, most of the users spit and dirtied 
the toilets, making them look very uninviting. 
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Findings and Highlights 
 

1. In India today what is required of a sanitation technology is primarily to 
ensure clean and safe sanitation. At the same time, the technology is also 
expected to achieve a minimum safety standard under seemingly tough 
physical and load conditions.  The study finds that ZDGTS toilets 
implemented in Kumbh Mela – 2013 achieves this goal to a comparably 
high standard.  Not only that it delivers good performance on its own but 
also in comparison to several other types of sanitation facilities provided 
at the mela.  

2.  The report offers visual as well as empirical evidence of environmental 
conditions, operational condition and geographical context of the study 
area. These evidences firmly establish the impact of ZDGTS toilets vis-a-
via other toilets. The ground, soil, water and the vicinity of locations 
where ZDGTS toilets were setup, are visibly and significantly cleaner than 
other locations. The evidence is corroborated in the interviews as well. 

3. Enumeration study and its projection for the mela duration suggests that 
ZDGTS toilets have served over 30,00,000 people over the 55 day period. 
For a newly developed technology servicing such a high number is an 
indicator of its high performance capability. 

4. Section 14 of the proposed National Water Framework Law – 2013 
includes ‘water footprint’ as a guiding measure for assessing water use 
and planning in the country - (14) There shall be nationally standardized 
water foot prints for every activity or product and it shall be the duty of the 
appropriate Government at all levels, the citizens, and all categories of 
water-users, to endeavour to reduce their water footprint at every level. 
ZDGTS apart from being environmentally safe because of its zero 
discharge system is also environmentally sustainable as it recycles the 
waste water and consequently has lower water footprint in comparison 
to any other flush toilet.  

5. Two critical factors which  impact the technology’s successful 
implementation in Kumbh Mela are : 

a. Round the clock maintenance and support 
b. User behaviour  

 
 

  

E 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 
 

Calculation for total number of users for 320 toilets of  ZDGTS in Kumbh 
Mela. 
 

No. Toilet Block Location  Snan Days Non-Snan Days 

  Number of 
toilet blocks 

Peak hours Non-peak 
hours 

Peak hours  Non-peak 
hours 

 M W M W M W M W 

1 Sector 3, Mahaveer 
Marg (near Pontoon 
bridge 2) 

2 (1 for men, 
1 for women) 

277 
(35 
dirty) 

110 
(30 
dirty) 

110 
(28 
dirty) 

70 
(24) 
dirty 

155(30 
dirty) 

80 
(31 
dirty) 

104 
(26 
dirty) 

54(17 
dirty) 

2 Sector 3, Mahaveer 
Marg (near 
Akshayvat Temple) 

2 (1 for men, 
1 for women) 

243 
(32 
dirty) 

122 
(32 
dirty) 

103 
(35 
dirty) 

67 
(30 
dirty) 

140 
(33 
dirty) 

85 
(28 
dirty) 

120 
(24 
dirty) 

43(20 
dirty) 

3 Sector 12, Saraswati 
Marg 

4 (2 for men, 
2 for women) 

282 
(33 
dirty) 

243 
(37 
dirty) 

140 
(20 
dirty) 

113 
(27 
dirty) 

170 
(28 
dirty) 

183 
(25 
dirty) 

95 
(15 
dirty) 

100 
(19 
dirty) 

 Average ( numbers 
have been rounded to 
the upper limit) per 
toilet per hour 

 201 119 89 63 117 87 80 50 

 

Calculation of number of users for all the snan days: 
 
Average  number of users for each hour  = Average no of men users + Average 
no. of women users  
 
Number of users for each snan day  = (Average toilet users for each peak hour x 
no. of peak hours) + (no. of users for each non peak hour x no of non peak hours 
of toilet usage.)  
 
 
Number of users on peak hours  320 ( no of men + no of women) 

Number of  users during nonpeak hours 152( no of men + no of women) 

Number of peak hours  10 

Number of non peak hours 12 

Total users on a snan day  3200+ 1824 =5024 

 
So on a snan day two toilet blocks ( one of men , one of women ) caters to 5024 
users.  
All the 32 toilet blocks will are used by = (5024)x 16 = 80,384 users 
 

F 
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There were 5 snan days.  
 
So total number of users during the snan days = 80384 x 5 =4,01,920. 
 
Total number of people that used the toilets during snan days is 4,01,920.  
 
 

Calculation of number of users for all the non snan days: 
 
Average  number of users for each hour  = Average no of men users + Average 
no. of women users  
 
 
Number of users for each non-snan day  = (Average toilet users for each peak 
hour x no. of peak hours) + (no. of users for each non peak hour x no of non peak 
hours of toilet usage.)  
 
Snan day Calculation: 
 
Number of users on peak hours  204 ( no of men + no of women) 

Number of  users during nonpeak hours 130( no of men + no of women) 

Number of peak hours  8 

Number of non peak hours 12 

Total users on a snan day  1632 +1560 =3192 

 
So on a snan day two toilet blocks ( one of men , one of women ) caters to 3192 
users.  
All the 32 toilet blocks will are used by = (3192)x 16 = 51,072 users 
 
There were 50 non-snan days.  
 
So total number of users during the snan days = 51,072 x 50 =25,53,600. 
 
Total number of people that used the toilets during snan days is 25,53,600. 
 
 
 
Total number of users = Total number of users for all snan days + Total 
number of users for all non snan days  = 29,55,520 
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Calculation for total number of users that littered 320 toilets of ZDGTS in 
Kumbh Mela. 
 

No. Toilet Block Location  Littered  toilets during Snan 
Days 

Littered toilets Non-Snan Days 

  Number of 
toilet blocks 

Peak hours Non-peak 
hours 

Peak hours  Non-peak 
hours 

 M W M W M W M W 

1 Sector 3, Mahaveer 
Marg (near Pontoon 
bridge 2) 

2 (1 for men, 
1 for women) 

 35  30 28 24 30 31 26 17 

2 Sector 3, Mahaveer 
Marg (near 
Akshayvat Temple) 

2 (1 for men, 
1 for women) 

32 32 35 30 33 28 24 20 

3 Sector 12, Saraswati 
Marg 

4 (2 for men, 
2 for women) 

33 37 20 27 28 25 15 19 

 Average ( numbers 
have been rounded to 
the upper limit) per 
toilet per hour 

 25 25 21 21 23 21 17 14 

 

Calculation of number of total number of users who littered on snan days: 
 
Average  number of users who litter for each hour  = Average no of men who 
litter + Average no. of women who litter  
 
Number of users for each snan day  = (Average toilet users for each peak hour x 
no. of peak hours) + (no. of users for each non peak hour x no of non peak hours 
of toilet usage.)  
 
 
Number of users who littered on peak 
hours  

50 ( no of men + no of women) 

Number of users who littered during 
nonpeak hours 

42( no of men + no of women) 

Number of users who littered during peak 
hours  

10 

Number of who littered during non peak 
hours 

12 

Total users who littered during on a snan 
day  

500+504 =1004 

 
So on a snan day two toilet blocks (one of men , one of women ) are littered by  
1004 users. 
In all the 32 toilet blocks  total number of used that littered  = (1004)x 16 = 
16064 users 
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There were 5 snan days.  
 
So total number of users during the snan days = 16064 x 5 =80,320. 
 
Total number of people that used the toilets during snan days is 80,320.  
 
 

Calculation of number of users who littered during the non snan days: 
 
Average  number of users who littered for each hour  = Average no of men users 
+ Average no. of women users  
 
 
Number of users for each non-snan day  = (Average toilet users for each peak 
hour x no. of peak hours) + (no. of users for each non peak hour x no of non peak 
hours of toilet usage.)  
 
Snan day Calculation: 
 
Number of users who littered  during  on 
peak hours  

44 ( no of men + no of women) 

Number of  users who littered  during 
during nonpeak hours 

31( no of men + no of women) 

Number of who littered  during peak hours  8 

Number of who littered  during non peak 
hours 

12 

Total users who littered  during on a snan 
day  

352 +372 =724 

 
So on a snan day two toilet blocks (one of men , one of women ) are littered by  
724 users. 
In all the 32 toilet blocks  total number of used that littered  = (724)x 16 = 11584 
users 
 
 
There were 50 non-snan days.  
 
So total number of users during the snan days = 11,584 x 50 =5,79,200. 
 
Total number of people that used the toilets during snan days is 5,79,200. 
 
 
 
Total number of users = Total number of users for all snan days + Total 
number of users for all non snan days  = 5,79,200 + 80,320 = 6,59,520 
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APPENDIX B  
 
Water and Waste Flow diagram of ZDGTS 

 
 
The basic components associated with this system are: System Components 

1. SMC Modular Toilets 

2. Solid Liquid Separator (SLS) 

3. Tanks, Sumps and Pipelines 

4. Filters and other accessories 

5. Bio digester and allied systems 

 

Brief of functioning of each component is described in the schematic.  
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